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SMART sets 1-way fare at $9.50
SR to San Rafael pricing part
of rate plan aimed at covering
costs while still attracting riders
By CLARK MASON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Struggling to find a “sweet spot”
for ticket prices that will attract riders but also produce sufficient revenue to keep trains rolling, directors of
Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit on
Wednesday approved a fare structure
that was still too steep for some Sonoma

County officials.
The fares will include a $9.50 one-way,
or $19 round-trip ticket from downtown
Santa Rosa to San Rafael when the commuter trains debut at the end of the year.
SMART directors approved them on a 9-2
vote.
SMART board member and Sonoma
County supervisor Shirlee Zane said the
fares are too high. “A lot of people cannot
afford a train for $20 to their work site,”
she said. “The initial goal is to generate
ridership, not maximize income.”
She and Sonoma County Supervisor
David Rabbit both voted against the new

fares, saying they should be lower.
Zane argued for a lower introductory
fare affordable to everyone, which can be
adjusted after six months.
But other directors said that could
turn off train riders even more if they
face a steep fare increase too soon.
“If we start too low, we’re as good as a
cable company. The rate doubles in six
months. It makes people angry,” said
SMART Director and Windsor Town
Councilwoman Deb Fudge.
She said SMART has a brand new system and rail cars.
“We need to pay for this. We are not an

old green bus. We have to operate this responsibly and fiscally,” Fudge said.
By comparison, Golden Gate Transit
buses charge $8 one-way or $16 roundtrip to go from Santa Rosa to San Rafael.
SMART Director and Rohnert Park
City Councilman Jake Mackenzie said
the passenger trains will have enticing
creature comforts. Not only will commuters avoid driving Highway 101, but
they can walk back and forth on the train
car, access Wi-Fi, or have a snack or beverage, including beer and wine.
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Grape
crop set
for slight
increase
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Quest for Coastal Trail

North Coast growers
look into ways to boost
yields at crucial stage
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

M

organ Visalli, right, and Jocelyn Enevoldsen, who make
their way Tuesday along the California Coastal Trail near
Reef Campground south of Fort Ross, like to say that they
are “walking to Mexico.” The two young marine scientists have

William S. Klug, 39, an associate professor of
mechanical and aerospace engineering who
studied the interaction between mechanics
and biology.

Winemakers
across
the
North Coast are reporting a
relatively normal grape-growing season so far as the crop
moves into the crucial stage
from flowering to fruit set.
Growers and vintners said
the 2016 crop appears larger
than last year’s low yield of
402,489 tons in Sonoma, Napa,
Mendocino and Lake counties,
which was down 24 percent
from the 2014 harvest.
Last year, cooler weather in
April and May prolonged flowering that led to fruit set, when
small flowers on the vines are
fertilized and transformed into
tiny
grapes.
The result was SUPPLY VS.
a poor fruit DEMAND
set that led to Experts believe
shatter, where North Coast’s
fruit clusters shrinking grape
do not devel- yields will have
op fully, or an an effect on the
uneven ripen- growth of the
ing of grapes region’s high-end
— called “hens brands / B8
and chicks” in
the terminology of growers.
“Everything is kind of normal,” said Duff Bevill, owner of
Bevill Vineyard Management
in Healdsburg, which farms
1,000 acres throughout Sonoma
County. “So far, so good.”
Adam Lee, winemaker at
Siduri Wines in Santa Rosa,
said he thinks the pinot noir
crop is about average, while
zinfandel and syrah are a little
bit below normal.
“It is better than last year. It’s
not a giant crop by any means,”
Lee said.
This year’s crop has benefited from adequate winter rains,
no frost this spring and mostly temperate weather during
bloom, said Garrett Buckland,
a partner at Premiere Viticultural Services in Napa. He added that fruit set should be completed in Napa County within a
week.
“For most varieties, the fruit
set looks very good,” Buckland
said. “In some cases, the cluster number is lower.”
Still, vintners are looking
to get any edge on improving
yield. Buckland noted that some
growers resort to strategically
timing the spread of fertilizer,
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set out on a three-month, 1,250-mile trek the length of the state to
raise awareness about the coastal trail and to push for its completion more than 40 years after its conception. Read more about the
women’s effort in Sonoma Outdoors on Page D1.
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Slain professor seen as brilliant, kind
Murder-suicide at UCLA campus
sends students racing for cover
By SARAH PARVINI AND KATE MATHER
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES — UCLA students went to
school Wednesday expecting to take on routine end-of-school-year tasks: final exams
and presentations. But those concerns were
forgotten at about 10 a.m., when cellphones
buzzed to life across
ANXIOUS PARENTS
campus, announcParents of UCLA students ing that a shooting
watch TV in fear as the
had taken place.
college became the scene
Within
minof another U.S. campus
utes,
thousands
shooting / A8
of students found
themselves racing
for cover, building makeshift barricades
against classroom doors that wouldn’t lock
and arming themselves with anything they
could find as information about the gunfire
— some of it rumor about a wave of assailants — spread across campus via text mes-
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People are escorted by emergency personnel away from the scene of a fatal shooting Wednesday
at UCLA in Los Angeles. Police say the shooter killed a professor and then himself at the campus.
sages and social media.
In the end, it was a murder-suicide involving two men inside an engineering building
near the campus’ south side, Los Angeles
Police Chief Charlie Beck said.
Several sources identified the victim as
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